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Summary

Loch Tanna, an elongated shallow lake, lies in an elevated
location on the island of Arran, in an area which experien
ce~ relatively high levels of acid deposition (0.6 - 0.8 g S
m'· yr' \ The loch catchment comprises grartite bedrock
predominantly overl1lin with blanket peats. Loch Tanna
may thus be considered potentially susceptible to acidifica
tion. The contemporary pH of the loch water is around 5.0.

To investigate the history and potential causes of acidi
fication at Loch Tanna sediment cores were obtained in
June 1986. Sediment samples were subjected to lithostrati
graphic analysis, radiomenic dating, diatom, geochemical,
carbonaceous particle, magnetic, and palynological ana
lyses. Documentary sources were utilised to provide details
of catchment land-use and management history.

The orgamc content of the sediment varies down the
sediment core, producing an irregular 'spikey' loss-on-ig
nition profile. It is suggested that LOI peaks represent peri
ods of inwash of peat eroded from the catchmenL

: IOpb daung was utilised to provide a chronology of
sediment accumulation. Levels of unsupported 210pb ap
proach zero at 7.75 cm down the core and this level is dated
10 c. 1874. Theperiod c. 1875-1934 is marked bi: a signifi
cant mcrease m sediment accumulation rate. 37Cs data
from the core were of liuJe chronological value owing to a
significant downward diffusion of this isotope.

Diatom analysis indicates an increase in acidobiontic
and acidophilous species at around 10 cm depth associated
with a decline in species less tolerant of acid conditions.
Further shifts towards a more acidic flora were observed at
5 cm (c. 1938) and 2 cm (c. 1970).

The recent pH history of the loch is reconstructed from
diatom dam. Prior to acidification the loch was already fair
ly acid at pH c. 5.1. Unequivocal evidence of acidification

is first apparent in the mid-nineteenth century. Thereafte
pH values fall to 4.6 in the 1950s and 1960s.

Geochemical analysis indicates a progressive contami
nation of the uppersediments by trace-merals, nombly zinc
lead, copper and nickel. Zinc contamination commence,
around 10 cm depth (early·mid·nineteenth century) whicl
corresponds to the first evidence of acidification from thl
diatom record. Lead contamination s1Jlrted earlier at arounl
20 cm. Wastewater effluents are not present in the catch
ment and trace-metal contamination has therefore been 0

aunospheric origin.
Magnetic accumulation in the sediment has increasel

sreadily from the late-nineteenth century, with the stronges
increase occurring since c. 1940, suggesting contaminatior
by fly-ash material. Concentrations of spherical carbona'
ceous particles have also progressively increased since thl
1890s with a major increase occuring between c. 1950
1973.

The recent catchment pollen record is dominated by 1

trend from Calluna to Gramineae over the last c. 200 years
This trend is the antithesis of that proposed by the 'land·uSE
hypothesis' of surface-water acidification.

Utilisation of the catchment moorland vegemtion fO!
grazing has always been of low intensity and no auempt hili
been made to improve the land by drainage, enclosure 01

liming. There has been a long history of grouse shooting
and snips of vegetation have been and are still bwnt for the
benefit of grouse.

The results of this study reinforce the conclusion from
work elsewhere in southern and central Scotland that the
acidifcation of surface waters since the mid-nineteenth cen.
tury has been the result of acid deposition. All the evidence
from Loch Tanna is consistent with the acid deposition hy
pothesis and the pattern and timing ofobserved changes can
not be accounted for by alternative hypotheses.



1.0 Introduction

2.0 Loch Tanna - Lake and Catchment

The loch is shallow for it's size, A partial bathymetri
cal survey in June 1986 showed the main body of the loch
to comprise a gently sloping basin with a maximum depth
of 3.5 m [Figure 3).

2,1 Lake
Loch Tanna lies at an a1tirnde of 315 m in the centre of a
granitic intrusion in nonh-west Arran, It is an elongated,
narrow body of water 1,7 km long and comprises the lar
gest loch on the island, covering 32.87 ha (Table 1), The
loch is fed by only one distinguishable inflow, which drains
from Dubh Loch to the west [Figure 2), and numerous small
seepage channels. The outflow drains to the south via the
Alt Tigh an Shiorraim stream which flows to Glen lorsa.

Table 1 Loch Tanna • site characteristics
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trations are relatively high (mean = 871lg r I) (Table 2). Le·
vels of sodium and chloride are quite high and probably re
fleet the proximity of the site to the sea (4.5 km), Despite
the existence of eroding peats in the catchment the TOe
concentration in the loch is relatively low (mean =
1.8 mg I-I), Therefore there is little suggestion that the
acidity of the loch results from humic acids. The loch water
is not noticeably coloured and the secchi disc depth was c.
3 m on the day of suvey.

A survey of benthic invenebrate fauna was carried OUI

by the Clyde River Purification Board (CRPB 1986) in June
1986. The results of this survey are summarised in Appen
dix 1. Samples from the loch itself exhibited a low species
diversity and were dominated by the acid tolerant mayfly
Leptophlebia vespertina. A more diverse fauna was found
in the loch outflow (Appendix I).

The fishery history of the loch is not well documented,
A late eighteenth century account (Anon 1799) does nOl
specificaIJy mention Loch Tanna, but records that the
mountain lochs of mid-Arran abounded with salmon. In the
mid·nineteenth century Loch Tanna was 'celebrated' for its
large population of trout (Macmillan 1845, Lewis 1846),
LyaIJ (1910) reponed that although the trout in the loch
were numerous and the fishing was preserved, they were
smaIJ in size. By 1950 the brown trout stock ofthe loch were
described as 'poor, stunted cannibals' which reached a
maximum length of four inches [Fersoff 1951). The loch is
still fIshed. albeit infrequently and still suppons a fIsh popu
lation. However, the status of that population is uaknown.

Loch water chemistry was monitored regularly betweer
1986 - 1987. Mean values for these samples are presentee
in Table 2, The loch is acid (pH 5.01). Conductivity c
moderate, alkalinity is zero and labile aluminium concen·

Table 2 Loch Tanna· water chemistry (mean
1986·87)

NR 921428
granite
moorland
315 m
3.5m
32.9 ha
300.43 ha
9.14
406 m

Grid reference
Catchment geology
Catchment type
Lake altirnde
Maximum depth
Lake area
Catchment area (excluding lake)
Catchment:lake ratio
Net relief

Acid deposnion has caused strong acidification of several
lochs in the Galloway area of south-west Scotland (eg. Bat
tarbee er al 1985, in press, Flower and Battarbee 1983,
Flower elaI1987a). A less strong, but still sigrtificant acidi
fication has been documented at Loch Laidon on Rannoch
Moor IQ central Scotland (Flower el a11987b, 1988). Pa
laeoeeological methods are being employed to examine the
distribution of recently acidified lochs elsewhere in Scot
land (BauJlfhee el al 1988). This repon investigates the
acidification SllltuS of Loch Tanna, a loch on the Island of
Arran (FIgure 1I.

Loch Tanna lies on base-poor granites that are suscep
tible to the effects of acid deposition, as do the acidified
Galloway lochs and Loch Laidon, and experiences hy
drogen Ion and non-marine sulphate deposition rates that
are similar to these two areas. However, Loch Tanna is
much closer to the coast [Figure 1) than the acidified Gal
loway Lochs and Rannoch Moor and thus represents a dif
ferent category of site for palaeoecological investigation,
being coastal and in an area of high acid deposition.
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2.2 Catchment
The loch drains a catchment of 300.43 ha which reaches a
maximum altitude of721 m (Mullach Buidhe) in the west
(Table 1). The geology is entirely composedoffme-grained
granite (MacDonald and HerriOl 1965) overlain by glacial
;;'oraine on which extensive blanket peats have developed
and constitutes an area of 'high acid susceptibility' (Kinni·
burgh and Edmunds 1986).

The catchment is unafforested and the peats are domi·
nated by a community of Col/una and Molinia with Erio
phorum and Sphagnum on the weuer ground. In cenain
areas the peat is severely eroded. especially on the western
and nonh-western slopes. Throughout these eroding areas
and occupying a prominent position in the catchment vege
tation, is Racomilrium lanuginosum, a moss whose
presence has been linked to overburning of peatlands
(McVean and Ratcliffe 1962). The arctic/alpine club moss
11uperzia selago is also common throughout the catchment
To the west of the catchment the hill rises steeply and con
sists largely of bare rock on the upper reaches. Juniperus
communis is occasionally present in this area

The catchment is exploited. and to a certain extent man
aged, for grouse shooting (Section 11.0),

The loch and its catchment lie in an area of moderately
high acid deposition. with wet deposited acidity in the range
0.02 - 0.03 g HT m·2 yr' 1and wet deposited non-marine sul
phate in the range 0.6 - 0.8 g S m-2yr' I (Barrett et 01. 1987
(Table 1).

7

C' I
1i
-5 40-1

Si 1,<

~

~ i
60

Figure 4 Llthostratlgraphlc data: Core TAN1

Sediment samples from core TANI were analysed for
21Opb, 22~a, 137Cs and 241Am by gamma spectrometry

(Appleby et al. 1986). Loch Tanna is in a region subject to
the fallout from the Chernoby! accident and the gamma
spectra confrrmed the presenceof very high 137Cs activities
in the topmost sediments, together with significant concen·
trations of the shon-lived isotopes 134CS and lO~u. The
210pb and 22~a results are ~ven in Table 3 and shown
graphieaJly in Figure 5. The I 7Cs, 134CS and lO~u results

tween 15 and 8 cm and above this level the proportion of
organic materiaJ declines irregularly to 24% at the sediment
surface.

The organic material in the core is fairly fibrous and is
clearly derived mainly from the erosion of catchment peats.
Eroded peal probably accounts for the LOI increase at 45
cm and the subsequent spikes in LOl no doubt reflect fur
ther pulses of eroded peat washing in to the lake.

5.0 210Pb Dating

3.0 Methods

The loch was cored in June 1986 using a mini-MBckereth
corer (Mackereth 1969) from an inflatible boat. Core
TAN 1, taken from the main basin at 3.5 m depth (Figure
3), yielded a sediment recovery of 80 cm and was used for
the analyses presented below. The core was exnuded atO.5
cm (0 - 20 cm) and 1 cm (20 - base) intervals and subjected
to lithostratigraphic, radiometric dating, diatom, geochemi
cal, carbonaceous particle, magnetic, and palynoligical
analysis according to the methods presented in Stevenson
et al. (1987). The land-use and management history of the
lake catchment was ftrnber detailed from documentary
sources.

4.0 Sediment description

The Loch Tanna sediment core TANI consisted of black
organic sediment of fairly homogeneous consistency. The
percentJlge dry weight and wet density profiles (Figrtre 4)
show minor down core variations and both decline in the
top few centimetres, indicating increased water content in
the surficial sediment. The loss-on-ignition (LOn proftle
(Figure 4) shows considerably more variation. Below 45
cm the proportion of organic maller is fairly uniform at
around 25% but above this depth it increases to a peak of
over 40% at 30 cm. Between 30 and 15 cm the proftle ex
hibits little variation with organic content remaining at
aboUl 35%. There are severaJ spikes in the LOI proftle be-

80 c,--'-'--"o 20 0 20 40
% %

I I !
1.0 1.1 1.2

gcm<l
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Table 3 210Pb data for core TAN1

Depth Dry mass 21OpbCone. 22~a Cone.
ToiaJ Unsupponed

-2 pCi g.1 ± pC" -I + pCi g.1 ±em gem 19 -
0.25 0.0210 16.84 0.64 15.31 0.67 1.53 0.21
0.75 0.0684 14.82 1.07 12.30 1.15 2.52 0.42
1.25 0.1228 15.21 1.25 13.43 1.33 1.78 0.45
1.75 0.1794 12.85 0.82 10.84 0.88 2.01 0.32
2.25 0.2386 11.19 0.96 8.70 1.04 2.49 0.39
3.75 0.4403 8.12 0.58 5.92 0.62 2.20 0.21
4.75 0.5784 7.44 0.43 5.35 0.46 2.09 0.15
5.25 0.6469 5.33 0.46 3.44 0.49 1.89 0.16
6.25 0.7854 5.73 0.43 3.31 0.46 2.42 0.17
7.75 1.0175 4.62 0.25 2.35 0.27 2.27 0.10
8.75 1.1728 2.50 0.21 0.17 0.23 2.33 0.10

10.50 1.4496 2.53 0.24 -0.55 0.27 3.08 0.12
15.50 2.2355 1.98 0.19 -0.19 0.21 2.17 0.08

~/lf -- --V r- -

•g- i

" O~
!

105
Depth Icml

·1+----r---'-......,
Q

Log 10 bl UnsuPPor1ed ' Concentration

2l
I

-
""U
.=
co
.2
2
C
"~co

"W
.0
g-
;:; Q

31 Teta' Pb Concentrar:onwJg 10

I
.1+-1--,--,---ri--"

o 5 10 15
Depth Icml

Figure 5 210pb data. core TAN1
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Table 4 137CS, 134CS and 103Ru data, core TAN1

Depth l37Cs Cone. 134Cs Cone. l03Ru Cone
em pCi g'l ± pCi g'! ± pei g'! ±
0.25 51.89 0.52 25.72 0.92 44.54 1.64
0.75 J9.36 0.54 4.71 0047 0.00 0.00
1.25 15049 0.57 2.11 0041 0.00 0.00
1.75 13.51 0.39 0.85 0.30 0.00 0.00
2.25 12.01 0043 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D5 5.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4.75 3.30 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5.25 3.28 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.25 1.78 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.75 2.08 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8.75 1.63 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10.50 1.20 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15.50 0041 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DU, Concentrator 30
l

Dj Concentration
I, ,

I,
I

i :
•

I
I

- 401 - 201= =
G

I
u

3 3 Ic c
.§ I " Ig i "§
c

1 c: i:; '"wC ca I 1963 a
W I w
w

!
~

~

20~
3 I

101
I

1954 I
I

I

~
I

01 ':= 0i I
0 5 10 15 0 5 10

Depth (cml Depth Icml

Figure 6 137CS and 134CS data, core TAN1
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Table 5 Miscellaneous radlosotopes for core TAN1

"~ 23Bu 235U 228
Ac

223Th 40KDepth •• a
cm pCi g'l

0,25 1.53 1.62 0.27 2,19 2,65 14,51
0,75 2,52 2,03 0,19 0,00 3,61 19,67
US US 3,64 0,29 1.96 3,11 16,99
US 2,01 2,19 OA6 2,17 4AO 18.57
2.25 2A9 1.78 0.32 2,19 3.18 17.93
3.75 2.20 2.63 0.18 2.77 2.55 15.22
4.75 2.09 3.96 OAl 1.87 3.56 18.03
5.25 1.89 4.69 0.69 2,09 3.67 22.14
6,25 ")1") 5.25 0.57 2.34 4.35 23.89_.........
7.75 2.27 4.18 0.51 2.37 3.85 19.52
8.75 2.33 4.31 0.62 2AO 4,18 22.60
10.50 3.08 4.60 0.55 3.01 4.69 27.83
i5.50 2.17 3.97 0.58 2.81 4.62 20.08

Figure 7 210Pb chronology, core TAN1

(corrected for decay) are g,iven in Table 4 and Figure 6.
There was no significant AIAm activity. Table 5 gives
values of a range of other radioisotopes determined by the
gamma spectra.

The unsupponed 210pb inventory of the core was calcu,
lated to be 7.3 PCi cm'2, representing a constaTIt 210pb flux
of 0,23 pCi cm,2 yr I. This is significantly lower than the
values obtained from other Scottish sites, but may reflect
the westerly location of Arran and its separation from the
mainland. The total 137Cs inventory of the core was calcu,
lated to be 10.0 pCi cm' 2 Using the estimated 134Cs,!37Cs
ratio in the Chernobyl fallout of 0.64, the component of the

137CS inventory derived from Chernobyl fallout was deter
mined to be 2.35 pCi cm'2, leaving a balance of 7.65 pCi
cm'2 accounted for by nuclear weapons testing falloul. The
ratio of the 210pb and weapons fallout 137Cs inventories is
comparable to the mean of the values obtained from other
UK sites and is perhaps an indication that the lower core in
ventories do indeed reflect lower atmospheric fallout

2lOpb chronologies have been calculated using both the
CRS and CIC 210pb dating models (Appleby and Oldfield
1978). The results are given in Figure 7. Both models indi,
cate a significant acceleration in recent sediment accumu~
lation rates, the transition to higher accumulation rales
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Table 6 210Pb chronology (CRS model) for core TANi

Depth Dry mass Cumul Chronology Sedimentation rate
unsupp. Date Age
210pb

", pCi cm·2 AD Yr g cm·2 yr.l cm yr'lcm gem - ± ±(%)

0.00 0.0000 7.26 1986 0
0.25 0.0210 6.92 1984 2 2 0.0134 0.147 5.6
0.50 0.0447 6.57 1983 3 2 0.0142 0.147 7.5
0.75 0.0684 6.23 1981 5 2 0.0149 0.147 9.3
LOO 0.0956 5.85 1979 7 2 0.0135 0.128 9.6
1.25 0.1228 5.50 1977 9 2 0.0121 0.109 9.8
LSO O. 1511 5.12 1975 11 2 0.0126 0.111 9.3
US O. 1794 4.77 1973 13 2 0.0130 0.112 8.8
2.00 0.2090 4.46 1970 16 2 0.0135 0.110 9.3
~.25 0.2386 4.16 1968 18 2 0.0140 0.107 9.9
2.50 0.2722 3.85 1966 20 2 0.0138 0.105 9.9
2.75 0.3058 3.56 1963 23 2 0.0136 0.103 9.9
3.00 0.3395 3.30 1961 25 2 0.0134 0.101 9.9
).25 0.3731 3.05 1958 28 2 0.0132 0.099 9.9
3.50 0.4067 2.82 1956 30 2 0.0130 0.097 9.9
.3.75 0.4403 2.61 1953 33 2 0.0128 0.094 9.9
4.00 0.4748 2.37 1950 36 2 0.0120 0.088 10.0
4.25 0.5093 2.15 1947 39 2 0.0112 0.082 10.1
4.50 0.5439 1.96 1944 42 2 0.0104 0.076 10.2
4.75 0.5784 1.78 1941 45 3 0.0096 0.070 10.3
5.00 0.6127 1.61 1938 48 3 0.0109 0.079 12.0
5.25 0.6469 1.46 1934 52 3 0.0122 0.088 13.6
5.50 0.6815 1.31 1931 55 3 0.0111 0.080 13.0
5.75 0.7161 1.17 1928 58 3 0.0101 0.071 12.4
6.00 0.7508 LOS 1924 62 3 0.0091 0.063 11.8
6.25 0.7854 0.95 1921 65 3 0.0081 0.055 11.2
6.50 0.8241 0.75 1913 73 4 0.0072 0.048 13.2
6.75 0.8628 0.59 1905 81 5 0.0063 0.042 15.2
7.00 0.9015 0.46 1898 88 6 0.0054 0.036 17.2
7,25 0.9401 0.36 1890 96 7 0.0045 0.030 19.3
7.50 0.9788 0.29 1882 104 8 0.0036 0.023 21.3
7.75 1.0175 0.22 1874 112 8 0.0027 0.017 23.3

210pb flux =0.23 ± 0.01 pCi cm-2 yr-1

90% equilibrium depth =6.7 cm or 0.86 g cm-2

99% eqUilibrium depth =8.5 cm or 1.13 g cm-I

being marked by the abrupt change in slope of the unsup- tively low 210pb inventory and the absence of any major
pone<! 210pb prome at 7.75 cm (Figure 5b). Beneath this shift in the values of the radioisotopes listed in Table 5, the
depth the unsupported 210pb activity falls very quickly to more conservative interpretation indicated by the CRS
zero. Above4cm, datedc. 1951, the two models are in good model would appear preferable and this forms the basis of
agreement, both indicating a mean accumulation rate above the chronology given in Table 6.
this level of 0.014 ±0.002 g cm-2yr-l. Further down the core The 137Cs data for this core appear to be of linle chro-
there is a significant divergence. The CRS model indicates nological value. Figure 6a shows the depths dated bv 210pb
that the acceleration in accumulation rates occurred be- to 1963 and 1954. The presence of significant m Cs acti-
tween 1875 and 1934, with little change since then. The vities down to depths predating 1870 indicates significant
CIC model indicates a very abrupt transition during the downward diffusion of this isotofe (cf. Davis er al. 1984).
period 1930-1940. Under theassurnptions of the ClC model in the near-surface sediments 13 Cs activity is dominated
such a sustained increase in accumulation rate would nor- by Chernobyl fallou1accounting for up to 80% of the total.
mally be associa,ted with a corresponding increase in the The extent of the 37Cs diffusion is indicated by the
rate of supply of"IOpb to the sediments. In view of the rela- presence of 134CS down to 1.75 cm (dated 1973). Using me
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IJ4C .. .. th 137
C

.
S acuvlty to paruuon e s acuvity into its Cher-

nobyl and weapons fallout components, the latter appears
to attain a maxlffium value at about 2.5 cm, dated 1966. al
though there is no indication of a,nx decline near the sur
face. There was slight eVIdence of",tAm at 2.25 cm but the
actIvity was too low ID be of defmite chronological value.

6.0 Diatoms and pH reconstruction

6.1 Diatom analysis
Figure 8 presents a summary diatom diagram for core
TAN!. The full diagram IS to be found in Appendix 2 and
the full species list in Appendix 3.

Below about 10 cm depth in the sedimem core the dia
toms show relatively little change in species frequencies,
with Anonweoneis (Brachysira) vitrea. Eunotia denlicula
ta, Navicula heimansii and Fruslulia rhomboides var. sax
onica dominating the flora. Only between 30 and 40 cm is
there a slight change in species abundance as A. vilrea de
clines and E. denllculara and E, veneris increase. This
change could be caused by catchmem peat erosion at this
time since LOI values increase in the core over this depth
range (Figure 4). Above 10 cm (early nineteenthcenmry by
extrapolauon) A vitrea begins to decline sharply in abun
dance as does Peronia fibula and, at 9 cm, E. den/iculala.
At around 10 cm several acidobiomic species begin ID in-

crease. notably Tabellaria bina/is. and T. quadriseplala, as
do the acidophilous species Semiorbis hemicyclus and
Cymbella aequalis. Around 5 cm (19405) E. den/iculata
and P.fibula frequencies decline further and E. veneris de
clines in abundance. At 2 cm (1970) the acidobiomic
species increase further in abundance as C. aequalis and E.
veneris decline.

6.2 pH reconstruction
The recem pH hisIDry of Loch Tanna is reconstructed in
Figure 9 according to the multiple regression method
(Flower 1986). The large number of acidobiontic diatoms
makes the use of the Index B method (Renberg and Hell
berg 1982) inappropriate. since this group is given a high
weighting. The multiple regression pH curve shows a de
cline from around 5.1 at the beginning of the nineteenth
century to 4.6 in the 1950s and 19605. A pH value of 4.7 in
the most recem sediment compares well with a mean
measured pH for the loch of 5.01. The precise date of the
onset of acidification is difficult to determine since acidity
increases consistently from 12 cm depth (c. 1780 AD by
extrapolation) although it only exceeds earlier values above
9 cm (1840s by extrapolation).

The abundance decline ofA. vilrea. a diaIDm known to
be sensitive to pH change, can be a good guide to acidifi
cation. In Loch Tanna this indicates a date of about 1800
AD. However, the start of a clear response in the multiple
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Figure 8 Summary diatom diagram. core TAN1
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regression calculated pH curve does not begin until the
18405 (9 cm' by extrapolation). At pH c. 5.1 this site was
unusually acidic in the pre,acidification state and in this re,
spect may be considered similar to Loch Enoch in Gallo
way (eg. Flower et al. 1987a).

6.3 Diatom concentration
The concentration of diatom cells in the sediment of core
TAl"l1 was determmed using the latex microsphere method
(Battarbee and Kneen 1982). The down-core variation in
diatom concentrauon is shown in Figure 10.

Concentraoon values are relatively high (1.7x 10,8cells
g'l dry sediment) below 40 cm. However, the main feaurre
of these data is the marked pre-nineteenth century decline
in concentration between 39 and 21 cm, the section where
a slICng increase occurs in the sediment LO! profile (Figure
4). This change probably indicates that past inwash of
catchment peat diluted the diatom component of the sedi,
mentat this time.lnwash effects appear to be reduced above
10 cm, although concentrntion values do not return to le
vels found at the core base. Since the loch is shallow and
has clear water. the sharp diatom concentration increase at
the core top probably reflects the presence of a living dia
tom community on the sediment surface.

7.0 sediment geochemistry

7.1 Major cations
Both the basic sediment constitution (Figure 4) and major
cation results (Figure 11. Appendix 4) indicate that there

Figure 10 Diatom concentration data, core TAN1

was a major change in the input of material from the cat.eh,
ment which started around 40 cm depth. The organic con
tent doubles and all the major cations increase. The cation
increases are more marked when the effects of changing or
ganic content are removed by expressing the results per
gramme minerals (Figure 12).

These results indicate that there has been an increase in
the erosion rate of material from the catchment (Mackereth
1966, Engstrom and Wright 1984). However. this occurred
well before the dated pan of the sediment core. The cation
f1uxes (Figure 13) do, however, reflect the recent accelera,
tion in sediment accumulation rate (Table 6).

7.2 Trace metals
The zinc and lead concentration-depth profiles indicate
contamination of the sediments by these trnce metals
(Figure 14, Appendix 4). There also appears to have been
copper and nickel contamination (Figure IS, Appendix 4).
The degree ofcontamination is more pronounced when the
effects of changing organic content are removed (Figure
16). However, because of the changes in sediment constitu
tion, the depth at which contamination starts is difficult to
identify precisely. Changes in sediment constitution can
alter the trnce metal concentrations in the absence of con,
tamination.

Figure 17 shows two methods which allow the depth at
which contamination starts to be estimated when there are
large changes in the basic sediment consotution. The re,
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Figure 15 Copper and nickel data, core TAN1
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Figure 14 Zinc and lead data, core TAN1
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gression method (Hilton et al. 1985) uses a statistical ap
proach to establish the relationship between the trace met
al and a major cation before contamination srans. This
relationship allows the component of the total trace metal
concentration resulting from changes in the sediment con-

Figure 13 Major cations, flux data, core TAN1
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stitutlon to be subtracted to gIve the contamination compo
nenL There needs to be a large change in the cation concen
tration in order to calculate the correct regression equation.
The changes m Loch Tanna are not great enough for the
method to work properly, as the contamination component
should be zero, deeper in the core when there is no contami
nation. The lead contamination component, determined
from the potassium concentration, does however, increase
around 18 cm and this can be taken as the depth of first con
tamination.

A visual method is also shown in Figure 17 and this in
dicates that zmc contamination started later, around 10 cm.
ln the visual method a scauergram of the trace metal and
major cation concentrations is produced and a judgement
is made about the depth at which the trace metal concentra
tion increases above the region of the diagram which con
tains all the POIntS with no contamination. This approach is
more suitable when the major cation concentrations are not
large.

The scattergram method suggests that lead contamina
uon in Loch Tanna starred around 20 cm and zinc around
10 cm. As with all the other lakes in Wales and Scotland
investigated in this project (Battarbee et al. 1988), there are
no wastewater sources of trace metals in the catchment, so
the most probable source of the contamination is from the
atmosphere.

The amount of lead and zinc accumulated in the sedi
ment of Loch Tanna since 1900 is compared with the other
lakes investigated in this project in Figure 18. The zinc
burden is particularly low. This may be due to the histori
cally low pH (Section 6.0) which reduces the efficiency of
zinc sedimentation and/or the site location. It has been
found that the efficiency of recent zinc sedimentation has
been reduced in lakes which have acidified as a result ofat
mospheric depOSition (Kreiser et at. 1987). Alternatively
the low zinc burden may derive from a lower deposition of
trace metals in this coastal environment. The origin of these
metals is primarily from the urban and industrial areas to
the south and east of Arran. It was noted in Section 5.0 that
the deposition of 137CS and 210pb were similarly lower.
However, as the lead burden is not particularly low in Loch
Tanna (Figure 18), the low pH may be the most important
factor accounting for the low zinc burden.

8.0 Magnetic susceptibility

The upper levels of lake sediment conUlin a record of par
ticulate atmospheric pollution that can be detected by mag
netic measurements providing the background input of
magnetic minerals from the catchment is sufficiently low
for the atmospheric component to be revealed. The mag
netic particles that are extracted from such sediments are
predominantly spherical and are identifiable as fly-ash from
power stations.

Figure 19 plots the total (SJRM), 'soft' (SIRM-IRM_
2OmT) and 'hard' (SJRM+IRM-300mT) magnetic deposition
for Loch Tanna. Whereas the 'soft' component largely re
flects magnetite deposition, the 'hard' component is related
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Figure 19 Magnetic deposition at Loch Tanna,
core TAN1

to the changing deposition of haematite-type (imperfect
antiferromagnetic) oxides. Figure 19 shows a steady in
crease in magnetic accumulation from the late-nineteenth
century onwards. The steepest increases are post-1940 par
ticularly over the last two decades. The pattern of increase
is similar to that observed at the Welsh sites studied in this
project (Bauarbee et al. 1988). However, ieveis of peak de
position are higher at Loch Tanna.

9.0 Spherical carbonaceous particle
(SCP) analysis

Core TAN1 was sub-sampled to a depth of 15 cm and
analysed for concentrations of SC?s, the results are given
in Figrrre 20.

Few SCPs are present in the sediment below 7 cm (c.
1898). Above this point the particles are observed at all le
vels. The concentrations increase progressively to the sur·
face with the heaviest concentrations being in the most
recent sediments. The peak concentration (16.8 x 10-3 g-1
dry sediment) occurs not at the sediment surface but at a
depth of 1.75 cm (c. 1973). When expressed in terms of the
orgartic fraction of dry sediment (determined by LOD, the
concentrations give a similar pattern of distribution (Figrrre
20).

The colour of the oxidised sediment prepared for ana
lysis was very grey and noticeably darker than has gener
ally been observed in similar analyses from other upland
sites. The colouring may result from the presence of black
irregnlar shaped particles in the sediment. reminiscent of
char. A further unusual feature of the prepared sediment
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was the presence of parucles of a similar size range and
shape to SCPs but distinguished from them by their shiny
surface and thClf resIstanCe to applied pressure at their sur
face. Unlike SCPs it is thought that these are solid panicles
and wiii he lnvesngated further at a laler dale.

10.0 Pollen analysis

The summary pollen diagram derived from core TAN! is
presented in Figure 21, the full diagram may be found in
Appendix 5.

Within the regional pollen rain very little change occurs
through the diagram. although there is some decline in
values of BelUla and Quercus. This probably reflects the
continwng removal of these lIees from the lower wooded
stream valleys. There is no indication of a distinct Pinus
rise which would represent the recent afforestation of the
uplands. Two distinct disturbance periods ean be identified
within the diagram as shown by peaks in the disturbance
indicators Planrago lanceolma. Rumex crispus and Pleri
dium at 55 - 30 cm and 4 - 0 cm.

Within the catchment pollen record the major change is
an increase in Calluna pollen throughout most of the dillg
ram until !2 cm when the values collapse, This collapse is
associated with arise in Gramineae values. This trend from
Calluna to Gramineae (Figure 22) over the last c. 200 years
has been recognised at many of the upland sites studied in
this and associated projects (Bauarbee el al. 1988). It is the
reverse of what might be expected if the 'land-use hypo-

thesis' (eg. Rosenqvist 1977, 1978, Krug and Frink 1983)
was responsible for lake acidification.

Values of Huperzia selago spores are high throughout
the diagram and increase to 10% of the non-arboreal pollen
at 45 cm. This reflects the prominent role that the plant
plays within the catchment vegetation (Section 2.2).

Although the LOI values (Figure 4) suggest periods of
blanket peat erosion, litis is not apparentl yrecorded by any
changes in the loch flora since the normally responsive
[soeles lacusrris appears to be absent throughout the core.

11.0 Land-use and management

Although a plan of 17991indicates the presence oftrees on
the mid-western and mid-eastern shores of Loch Tanna, the
catchment was by that date dominated by unwooded moor
land,

There is no evidence from canographic, air photograph
or documentary sources that the remote. exposed moorland
of the Loch Tanna catchment has ever been improved by
dirainage, enclosure or liming.

It is unlikely that the catchment ever supported a sigrti
fieant sheep population. The area comprised remote un
divided common until the 1820s when it was apportioned
as common land to Catacol Farm which lay some 6 km dis
tant In the past 50 - 70 years the catchment has never sup
ported a sheep population in excess of 100 ewes and has
not been grazed at all by sheep in recent years (Gibbs pers.
comm.).

Scottish Record Office plan RHP46256: Plan of the County of Argyll engraved for Dr Smith's agricultural survey
1799
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Figure 21 Summary pollen diagram (percentage frequency of pollen types on diagram)

However. this area of moorland has a long history ofex
ploitation for grouse. Although the Loch Tanna catchment
was last intensively shot for grouse in 1977 (Gibbs pers.
comm.) it is still regularly burnt in patches for the benefit
of the birds. Burning of moorland vegetation for this pur
pose in central Arran dates from the late nineteenth century
and evidence for the practice in the Loch Tanna catchment
is provided by air photographs flown in 1946 and 195t.

Deer are infrequent visitors to the catchment. Royal
Deer Commission deer counts in 1967. 1979 and 1982
failed to record any deer in the catchment during winter
(Gibbs pers. comm.).

12.0 Summary of conclusions

Caliuna Grammeae ranD

1
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o I
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Year ~.''-_.J..__.J1
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1. Loch Tanna, an elongated shallow lake, lies in an elevated
coastal location on the island of Arran. in an area which
experiences relatively high levels of acid deposition. The
loch catchment comprises granite bedrock predominantly
overlain with blanket pears. Loch Tanna may thus be con
sidered potentially susceptible to acidification. The mean
contemporary pH of the loch water is 5.01.

2. To investigate the history and potential causes of acidifi
cation at Loch Tanna a sediment core was obtained in June
1986. Sediment samples were subjected to lithostrati-
graphic. radiometric dating. diatom. geochemical. carbona

Air Photographs Unit. Scottish Development Department Edinburgh: I) series 106G/ScorlUK 4Y 1:10.000. plates
3293-3296 and 4276-4279. flown May 4th 1946.2) series 58/980 1:10.000. plates 3066-3069 and 4066-4069.
flown 17th November 1952.

2

1700--\

1O.7cmJ

Figure 22 Calluna: Gramlneae ratio, core TAN1



ceous particle, magnetic, and palynological analyses, Do
cumentary sources were utilised to provide details of catch·
ment land-use and management history,

3, The organic content of the sediment varies down the sedi
ment core, producing an irregular 'spikey' loss-an-ignition
profile. it is suggested that LOI peaks represent periods of
inwash of peat eroded from the eatchmenL

4, 210pb dnting was utilised to provide a chro~o~gy of sedi
ment accumulation. Levels of unsupported .1-l"b approach
zero at 7.75 cm down the core and this level is dnted to c,
1874. The period c, 1875-1934 is marked by a significant
increase in sediment accumulation rate, 137Cs dnta from the
core were of little chronological value owing to a signifi
cant downward diffusion of this isotope.

5, Diatom analysis indicates an increase in acidobiontic and
acidophilous species at around 10 cm depth associated with
a decline in species less tolerant of acid conditions. Further
shifts towards a more acidic flora were observed at5 cm (c,
1938) and 2 cm (c. 1970).

6. The pH history of the loch is reconsuucted from diatom
data. Pnor to acidification the loch was already very acid
at pH c. 5.1. Unequivocal evidence of acidification is ftrst
apparent In the mid-nineteenth century with pH values fall·
ing to 4.6 in the 1950, and 1960s.

7, GeochemIcal analysis indicates a progressive contamina·
tion of the upper sediments by trace-metals, notably zinc,
lead, copper and nickeL Zinc contamination commenced
around 10 cm depth (early-mid-nineteenth century) which
corresponds to the first evidence of acidification from the
diatom record, Lead contamination started earlier at around
20 cm. Wastewater effluents are not present in the catch
ment and trace-metal contamination has therefore been of
atmospheric origin.

8, Magnetic accumulation in the sediment has increased
steadily from the late·nineteenthcentury, with theslIOngest
increase occurring since c, 1940, suggesting contamination
by fly-ash materiaL Concentrations of spherical carbona
ccous particles have also progressively increased since the
1890s WIth a major increase occuring between c. 1950·
1973.

9, The recent catchment pollen record is dominated by a trend
from Cal/una to Gramineae over the last c. 200 years. This
trend is the antithesis of that proposed by the 'land·use hy
pothesis' of surface-water acidification,

10, Utilisation of the catchment moorland vegetation for graz
ing has always been of low intensity and no attempt has
been made to improve the land by drainage, enclosure
or liming. There has been a long history of grouse
shooting and strips of vegetation have been and are
still burnt for the benefit of grouse.

1L The results of this study reinforce the conclusion from work
elsewhere in southern and central Scotland that acidifca
tion of surface waters since the mid-nineteenth century has
been the result of acid deposition, All the evidence from
Loch Tanna is consistent with the acid deposition hypo
thesis and the pauem and timing of observed changes can
not be accounted for by alternative hypotheses,
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Appendix 1 Summary of CRPB Invertebrate survey data 1986

Site
2 3

No. of Taxa 10 9 17
No. of families 8 7 IS

\Varms ('?c) I 3 6
Mites (%) I 0 0
Mayflies (%) 59 81 I I
Stoneflies (%) 0 <I 18
Beetles (%) 22 <I <I
Caddis flies 4 6 19
Diptera (%) 13 9 46

List of invertebrates recorded

Nais communis/variabilis +
Stylodrilus hertngianus +
Enchytraeldae + + +
Hydracanna +
Leptophlebia vespertina + + +
Amphinemura suicicoilis +
Leuctra moselyi +
[soperla grammllt/ca +
Chloroperla torrent/wn + +
Limnius vo/ckmari + +
Dytiscidae + + +
Pleclrocnemia conspersa + + +
Polyeentrapusflavomae ulatus + + +
Cyrnus flav/dus +
Neurec/ipsis bimaculata +
P hryganea varia +
Dicranola sp. +
Eloeophila sp. +
Simulildae +
Chironomidae + + +
Empididae +

Sites I and 2; lake margin, Site 3; outflow
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Appendix 2 Full diatom diagram, core TAN1
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Appendix 2 continued
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Appendix 3 Fuli diatom species list, core TAN1

Achnanthes microcephala KUTZ.
Achnanlhes pseudoswazi CARTER
Aehnanlhes recurvala RUST.
Achnanthes auslriaea RUST.
Achnanthes marginulala GRUN.
Achnanthes sp
Anomoeoneis serians (BREB.) CLEVE
Anomoeoneis vilrea (GRUN.) ROSS
Anorrweoneis sryriaca (GRUN.) RUST.
Anorrweoneis brachysira (BREB.) GRUN.
Anorrweoneis brachysira v rrwdesla C.EULER
Anorrweoneis sp I ROUND LOCH (VJ)
Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.) MERESCHKOWSKY
Cymbella perpusilla A. CLEVE
Cymbella laevlS NAEGELl
Cymbella aequalis SMITH
Cymbella cesOIii (RABH.) GRUN.
Cymbella hebndica (GREGORY) GRUN.
Cymbella gracilis (RABH.) CLEVE
Cymbella bipanila MAVER
Cymbella navicuiacea GRUN.
Cymbella cfanguslala L. TANNA (RJF)
Cymbella sp.
Eunolia veneris (KUTZ.) MULLER
Eunolia peclinalis (KUTZ.) RABH.
EunOlia peclinalis v minor (KUTZ.) RABH.
Eunolia pectinalis v ventralis (EHR.) RUST.
EunOlia pectinalis v undulala (RALFS) RABH.
Eunolia peclinalis v minor fimpressa (EHR.) RUST.
EunOlia praerupla EHR.
Eunolia lenella (GRUN). RUST.
Eunolia alpina (NAEGELI) RUST.
EunOlia lunaris (EHR.) GRUN.
EunOlia lunaris v subarcuala (NAEGELI) GRUN.
Eunolia bidenlula W.SMlTH
EunOlia monodon EHR.
EunOlia monodon v maior f bidens W. SMITH
Eunolia exigua (BREB.) RABH.
Eunalia exigua v compacla RUST.
Eunoliafaba (EHR.) GRUN.
Eunalia rhomboidea RUST.
Eunolia arcus EHR.
EunOlia baclriana EHR.
EunOlia denticulala (BREB.) RABH.
EunOlia denticulala vfennica RUST.
Eunolia diodon EHR.
Eunoliaflexuosa KUTZ.
Eunolia meisleri RUST.
Eunolia glaclolis MEIST.
Eunoliafallax CLEVE
EunOlia /riodon EHR.
Eunolia paludosa GRUN.
EunOlia exigua v 1
Eunotiasp
Fragilaria virescens RALFS
Fragilaria vaucherloe (KUTZ.) BOVE PETERSON
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Fragilariaoldenburgiana RUST.
Fragilaria sp
Frustulia rhomboides (EHR.) DE TONT
Frustulia rhomboides v saxonica (RABH.) DE TONI
Frustulia rhomboides vamphipleuroides GRUN.
Fruslulia rhomboides v viridula BREB. EX (KUTZ.)
CLEVE
Gomphonema gracile EHR.
GomphonemaacuminOlumvcoronala (EHR.) W. SMITH
Krasskiella /lriegerana (KRASSKE) ROSS & SIMS
Navicula mediocris KRASSKE
Navicula angusla GRUN.
Naviculafestiva KRASSKE
Navicula hofleri CHOLNOKY
Navicula heimansii VAN DAM & KOOY.
Navicula krasskei RUST.
Navicula bremensis RUST.
Navicula difficillima RUST.
Navicula madumensis JORGENSEN
Navicula sp
Neidium iriOO (EHR.) CLEVE
Neidium affme (EHR.) CLEVE
Neidiurn bisulcaturn (LAGERSTEDT) CLEVE
Neidiurnsp
Nitzschia perminuta GRUN.
Peroniafibula BREB. ex (KUTZ.) ROSS
PiMularlo acuminala SMITH
PiMularlo major (KUTZ.) W.SMITH
PiMularlo viridis (NITZSCH) EHR.
PiMularlo divergens W. SMITH
PiMularlo microstauron (EHR.) CLEVE
PiMularlo abaujensis (pANT.) ROSS
PiMularia biceps GREGORY
PiMularlo undulala GREGORY
PiMularlo hilseana (JANlSCH) MULL.
PiMularlo irrorOla (GRUN.)RUST.
PiMularlo lata (BREB.) SMITH
PiMularlo sp
Stauroneis anceps EHR.
Stauroneis ancepsfgracilis (EHR.) CLEVE
Slauroneis phoenicenteron (NITZSCH) EHR.
Slauroneis sp a
Semiorbis hemicyclus (EHR.) PATRICK
Stenopleroblo irnermedia LEWlS
Sur/relia biserlola BREB.
Sur/rella delicaJissima LEWlS
Synedrasp
Tabellariaflocculosa (ROTH) KUTZ.
Tabellaria binalis (EHR.) GRUN.
Tabellaria quadriseptata KNUDSON
Tabeliaria sp
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Appendix 4 Geochemical analyses of core TAN1

Depth Zn Pb Cu Ni Ca Mg Na K
cm ug g'! mgg'!

0.25 144 134 259 16 1.56 0.82 7.42 12.55
0.75 79 106 35 16 1.61 0.80 7.87 13.87
1.25 82 128 41 18 1.65 0.79 8.50 14.11
1.75 76 129 22 12 1.59 0.82 8.37 14.46
2.25 78 130 25 18 1.69 0.84 8.51 14.61
2.75 62 139 21 14 1.63 0.81 8.95 15.34
3.25 72 178 28 15 1.77 0.82 9.06 15.81
3.75 85 163 22 15 2.07 0.92 8.87 15.36
4.25 98 183 23 13 1.73 0.83 8.75 15.20
4.75 184 182 22 16 1.72 0.84 8.03 14.13
5.25 142 150 24 16 1.68 0.86 7.62 13.78
5.75 95 155 23 13 1.76 0.86 8.06 14.33
6.25 85 151 24 13 1.97 0.87 9.77 17.23
6.75 65 139 21 13 1.88 0.81 9.91 16.93
7.25 67 156 24 15 1.79 0.85 8.87 15.56
7.75 83 177 21 14 1.84 0.82 9.00 15.94
8.25 90 167 22 11 1.86 0.78 9.36 15.83
8.75 85 154 12 11 1.85 0.76 9.97 17.11
9.25 108 148 28 13 1.65 0.81 8.15 14.29
9.75 93 133 17 8 2.00 0.83 8.28 14.04

10.50 70 117 12 6 2.48 0.75 13.55 21.50
12.50 63 124 10 7 1.88 0.93 7.51 13.34
14.50 63 137 12 5 1.85 0.77 7.11 12.37
16.50 68 117 10 6 2.20 0.93 9.53 15.46
18.50 58 112 9 5 2.97 0.81 9.94 16.26
20.50 57 116 10 7 2.08 0.82 9.47 16.42
22.50 56 105 17 7 1.95 0.79 9.08 15.52
24.50 50 86 9 3 2.19 0.85 10.48 17.58
30.50 46 78 12 5 2.16 0.88 8.26 14.72
32.50 51 69 9 5 2.25 0.83 9.97 17.30
34.50 43 63 5 5 1.74 0.80 7.30 12.49
36.50 53 60 8 4 1.76 0.75 7.27 12.00
38.50 46 54 5 3 1.60 0.71 6.17 10.11
40.50 49 47 5 3 1.69 0.72 6.28 10.11
45.50 52 35 5 5 1.63 0.73 5.26 8.85
50.50 51 27 3 3 1.71 0.72 7.04 11.35
55.50 66 32 4 4 1.61 0.75 5.63 9.56
60.50 63 33 5 5 1.72 0.66 5.69 9.16
65.50 59 31 4 2 1.64 0.66 5.75 9.96
70.50 56 31 4 4 1.54 0.65 5.54 9.61
75.50 52 28 4 4 1.57 0.66 5.88 10.21
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Appendix 5 Full pollen diagram, core TAN1.
(Trees =% tree pollen, shrubs =% trees + shrubS, herbs =% trees + herbs, aquatics =% total pollen)
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Appendix 5 continued
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Appendix 5 continued
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